SALJOL
Carbon Rollator
...forever young
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always ahead.
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Two sizes 54 cm and 62 cm seat height
Gearshift for safe downhill driving
Reflectors, for more safety in the dark
bag with many functions
Shock absorbing, thanks to soft all-terrain tyres
soft, cork handles
a wide range of accessories
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The SALJOL - Carbon Rollator
Design matches safety - small, light and intelligent!

A medical aide that doesn‘t look like one. Our SALJOL Carbon
Rollator has an impressive dynamic shape of the 50s with
sophisticated functions. Cork handles ensure a firm and secure
grip and a elegant appearance. All your belongings can be
stored in the functional, rainproof bag which can be removed
by using only one hand. Driving downhill is no langer a
problem by changing gear using the foot pedal (some call it
the friction brake).

The SALJOL Carbon Rollator folds
down to 22 cm and weighs only
5.9 kg.

One design - three trendy colours, back to the 50ties

British Racing Green

Midnight Blue

Star Silver

Rollator set to go in only a few steps
The SALJOL Carbon Rollator is easy to unfold and immediately ready for use. Simply press the red button and pull the rollator apart by the handles. Press the seat
down gently with flat hands until the seat clicks into place. Now you‘re ready to go.

1.

2.

3.
Klick!

Two sizes for maximum
comfort
The Carbon Rollator is available in two different versions. The
CR 54 with a lower seat height of 54 cm, which is particularly
suitable for smaller people so that you can sit and walk safely.
The handles can be adjusted in five steps having a supportive
height of 88 cm.

Technical data:

CR 54 CR 62

max. user weight
max. load of the bag
Width: open
Width: closed
seat width
seat height
max. support height
min. Support height

150 kg
5 kg
62 cm
22 cm
45 cm
54 cm
88 cm
76 cm

103 cm
88 cm
62 cm
54 cm

The CR 62 (seat height 62 cm) is the better choice for medium
to tall people. The handles can be individually adjusted to the
user‘s size in nine steps having a supportive height of 103 cm.
To adjust the height of the handles you only need to turn two
screws.

seat height
support height

150 kg
5 kg
62 cm
22 cm
46 cm
62 cm
103 cm
81 cm

One of the safest Rollators in
the world!
You are always clearly visible. Even in the dark. Thanks to
four reflectors at the back of the rollator and rotating spoke
reflectors on the wheels, as recommended by the police and
traffic officers.

The easily accessible handbrakes make fast and safe
braking possible. The brake
is activated when the brake
handles are pulled slightly
upwards.
To stand safely in the rollator,
keep the brake handles pulled
and release the brake to walk.
The parking brake is activated
by pressing the brakes downwards, which prevents rolling
away on uneven surfaces.

The appropriate rolling resistance is set
via the friction brake,
which we call gear
shifting by using the
foot pedal.

Each wheel is
equipped with
spoke reflectors.
SAL J
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A well thought out product
with many advantages
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SAL J

The all-terreain tyres with side profile, are
excellent schock absorbers. The carbon
rollator can easily and safely ride over
pebbles and cobblestones. It has outstanding grip and efficient braking ability even on
smooth surfaces.
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The bag can be loaded up to 5 kg. You can remove it with one
hand. A magnetic fastener makes it very easy to open and
close. Very chic and functional, with a rainproof mobile
phone case and light-coloured lining, so that stowed objects
can be found more easily. Discreet reflective surfaces for better
visibility in the dark, a net for drinks or an umbrella on the left
and right and two loops for hanging a front or foot area lamp
round off the rollator.

Ideal for driving on all surfaces

all-terrain tyres with side profile

The gearshift is now standard

bottle pocket

mobile case

gearshift

The gear shifting on the rear wheels, enables reduced walking
speed by simply setting the individual rolling resistance. This
ensures that you get the support you need to safely walk down
every hill and thereby avoiding that the rollator unintentionally
runs away.

Cork - a renewable raw material
Cork is a natural product, light and very elastic. It‘s pleasant
to touch and its non-slip structure is especially suitable for
handles, for example in sports equipment or household
appliances.

3 inner pockets

safely walk down any hill

Features:
• UV-resistant
• resistant to moisture and sweat
• non-slip
• natural cork optic
• hard-wearing

Useful accessories for the Carbon Rollator
SALJOL recommends

Adjusting the correct
handle height: Allow
your arms to hang
loosely. The handles
should be adjusted to
about wrist height.
Overcoming curbs and
thresholds: Push diagonally up to smaller
obstacles and then push
the front wheels over
the curb one at a time.

Magnetic walking stick holder set

Standard walking stick holder

This unique walking stick holder holds your walking aid firmly
on the rollator.

Do you need a second walking stick holder for your Carbon
Rollator?

With one magnetic disk on the rollator handle and the other
one on your walking aid. Simple and quickly attachable and
ready to go! Either on the left- or the right-side.

If so, then the walking stick holder can easily be attached to
the frame and the height adjustment rod of the rollator. Firstly
click the basket onto the inner rod below and turn it outwards.
Fix the basket with the supplied screws. Next, fasten the clamp
to the height adjustment of the rollator (below the handles)
using the other two screws. Alternatively, you can also use the
magnetic disk. (See magnetic walking stick holder set).

Uncomplicated because your walking aid sort of finds its own
position. With a slight jerk and it can be released safely
without falling out of the supporting basket.
Simple to operate, easy to use!

Your SALJOL Carbon
Rollator is equipped
with a tilting aid, small
step levers on the rear
wheels. Simply tread on
one with your free-foot.
If the curb is still too
high, it is best to find a
place where the edge of
the sidewalk is lowered.

Useful accessories for the Carbon Rollator
SALJOL recommends

The correct posture
when walking: Walk
in the rollator and not
behind it! Do not push
it in front of you like a
shopping cart, as this
could cause you to fall.
You can prevent back
pain by keeping the
gap between your body
and rollator as small as
possible.

LED Lamp

Foldable Umbrella

With the bright LED lamp you are well visible in the dark. In
addition, the lamp illuminates your path and helps you to identify obstacles. With a second LED lamp you can illuminate the
foot area, so you can also see smaller obstacles and unpleasant things like dog droppings.

Stay dry with the umbrella in rainy weather. The umbrella has
an additional advantage that it can be attached to your rollator on the left- or on the right-side enabling you to keep both
hands on the handles of your rollator and at the same time
providing you with the best possible protection.

Flip up the hook from the holder on the back of the lamp and
insert the hook into the loop provided on the rollator bag.

Attaching and adjusting is very easy.

You can switch the lamp on at the bottom. The LED lamp is
battery operated and can also be used universally in many
other situations.

You can determine the position and inclination of the umbrella
with two pivots.
When the weather is fine, you simply fold it away.

Folding and unfolding:
Premium rollators are
folded lengthwise. Simply pull the unlocking
strap on the seat upwards, press the carrying
handles together and
fix the red button with a
click.

Useful accessories for the Carbon Rollator
SALJOL recommends

Tips for handling

Bag

Rollator bell

You can draw attention to yourself in public by ringing a bell on
The bag can easily be opened and closed using only one hand
your rollator. Simply attach with the screw and ring.
thanks to the magnetic fastener. There is a net on the left and
right sides, e.g. for bottles. The bag is easy to attach and can be The bell can be mounted on the left- or on the right-side.
removed using one hand. The lightly-coloured inner lining and
the three separate compartments make it easier for you to find
your possessions.

Sitting on the rollator:
Turn yourself around
between the handles of
the rollator so that you
are standing with your
back to the seat. Rest
your hands on the handles of the rollator, bend
your upper body forward
and sit down slowly. If
your rollator has a back
strap, you will not only
sit more comfortably but
it will prevent you fromtilting backwards.

Useful accessories for the Carbon Rollator

An adjustable back strap
A back strap is very comfortable if you use your rollator a lot
as a seat. You can lean on it comfortably and it will prevent
you from tilting over backwards.
Fasten the back strap to the inside of the handles of the rollator using the supplied screws and a spanner. The adjustability
of the back strap allows you to find the ideal position. Is also
suitable for tall people.

The padded seat

Tray

The padded seat improves your support when sitting on the
rollator. You sit upright, it is safe as well as very comfortable.
Simply place the seat on the seat net of the rollator and secure
it by pressing lightly until the clamps grip under the bars.
Place it in the rollator bag for transport.

Many things can be easily
transported with the help
of the tray. This turns your
rollator into a serving trolley.
Place the tray on the seat of
the rollator with the wide side
facing forward and make sure
that the recesses are on the
left and right of the bars. An
anti-slip mat increases safety.
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